AP® advantage
Take a comprehensive approach to AP success

ONboard™
AP® Biology

Get Students ONboard™ for AP® Biology Success
The perfect summer assignment!

What is ONboard?
Often used as a summer assignment, ONboard provides Advanced Placement® course preparation, which helps students develop a foundation of background knowledge and skills they can build upon before class begins.

Designed for maximum flexibility
ONboard for AP Biology is a series of interactive online modules that provide a flexible pathway to preparedness. The combination of videos, animations, and interactive elements accommodates a variety of learning styles and keeps students engaged.

ONboard modules can be assigned by school districts or teachers or completed independently by motivated students before their courses begin.

Expert advisory boards
ONboard for AP Biology was developed through extensive research conducted by a carefully selected team of AP teachers with experience as AP Test Development Committee Members, AP Institute Leaders, College Board Consultants, AP Question Writers, Table Leaders and Readers.

To learn more about AP Course Prep visit mheonline.com/advancedplacement
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## Pre-Test

## Introduction to ONboard for AP Biology

### MODULE 1: Biology Big Ideas
- Introduction to the Four Big Ideas
- Big Idea: Evolution
- Big Idea: Energy and Molecular Building Blocks
- Big Idea: Information Storage, Transmission, and Response
- Big Idea: Interdependent Relationships

### MODULE 2: Experimental Design
- Introduction to Experimental Design
- Science Practices
- Hypothesis
- Variables
- Controlled Experiments
- Replicates and Validation

### MODULE 3: Math Skills
- Metric System
- Percentages
- Solving Equations
- Slope

### MODULE 4: Graphing and Data Analysis
- Organizing and Presenting Data
- Types of Graphs
- Graphs: Setting Up, Labeling Units, Variables
- Graphs: Data Collection
- Graphs: Trend Lines

### MODULE 5: Chemistry Foundations
- Basics of Atomic Structure
- Types of Chemical Bonds
- Electronegativity
- Redox Reactions
- Basic Biochemistry
- Water and pH

## Comprehensive Assessment
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